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The influence of a mechanical structure’s volume increment on the volume power density (VPD) of 
triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) is often neglected when considering surface charge density and 
surface power density. This paper aims to address this gap by introducing a standardized VPD metric for 
a more comprehensive evaluation of TENG performance. The study specifically focuses on 2 frequency-up 
mechanisms, namely, the integration of planetary gears (PG-TENG) and the implementation of a double-
cantilever structure (DC-TENG), to investigate their impact on VPD. The study reveals that the PG-TENG 
achieves the highest volume average power density, measuring at 0.92 W/m3. This value surpasses 
the DC-TENG by 1.26 times and the counterpart TENG by a magnitude of 69.9 times. Additionally, the 
PG-TENG demonstrates superior average power output. These findings introduce a new approach for 
enhancing TENGs by incorporating frequency-up mechanisms, and highlight the importance of VPD as a 
key performance metric for evaluating TENGs.

Introduction

The advent of sensor networks and the proliferation of big data 
have propelled the Internet of Things (IoT) into a promising 
technology with vast potential for the future. With the extensive 
deployment of sensors and a multitude of electronic devices 
within IoT systems, ensuring dependable power supplies for 
their daily operations becomes imperative. In large-scale, high- 
quantity, and widely distributed IoT scenarios, the conventional 
energy supply, such as electrochemical batteries, proves to be 
problematic due to the need for regular replacement or recharg-
ing, leading to substantial costs. Consequently, researchers and 
innovators have turned their attention to energy harvesters 
derived from renewable energy sources as a viable alternative 
solution over the past few decades. These harvesters work based 
on several physical effects, including the piezoelectric effect 
[1–5], the electromagnetic effect [6–9], the triboelectric effect 
[10,11], and hybrid ones [12–14]. Among them, triboelectric 
nanogenerators (TENGs) [15,16] have been receiving increas-
ing prevalence due to low cost and high maximum energy 
conversion efficiency [17].

Since the concept of the TENGs was proposed by Prof. 
Zhong Lin Wang in 2012 [18], numerous TENGs have been 
proposed and applied in various fields [19–22], such as signal 

monitoring [23–25], energy harvesting [26–28], information 
collection [29–31], and power supply [32–34]. Later, Prof. 
Wang and his coworkers developed an electro-mechanic model 
of TENGs [35–37] based on the expansion of Maxwell equa-
tions [38–40]. The most common TENGs operate in contact- 
separation mode. Namely, when 2 different polarized material 
interfaces come in contact, a charge transfer process occurs, 
generating a current when an external circuit is connected.

Among the 4 well-known modes of TENGs, contact- separation 
mode (CS-TENG) has been commonly utilized in low- frequency 
energy harvesting (10 Hz) [21,41]. For example, Zi et al. [42] 
revealed that TENGs exhibited a much better output performance, 
particularly in voltage output, compared with electromagnetic 
generators under low-frequency motion (typically 0.1 to 3 Hz). 
Wu et al. [43] presented a mechanical amplifier-assisted TENG 
with 2 springs, the power density of which was nearly 0.1 to 
0.9 mW/m2 under an excitation of 2.5 Hz to 4.5 Hz. A spherical 
TENG for water wave energy harvesting exhibited a maximum 
output power of 16.6 mW [44]. Cheedarala et al. [45] proposed a 
novel TENG, which produced 75 V and 1 μA of open-circuit volt-
age and short-circuit current when excited at 6 Hz.

An evident shortcoming of low-frequency CS-TENGs is the 
high proportion of trivial voltage in one working cycle. Despite 
high voltage outputs, average power can be drastically low due 
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to low duty cycle. Therefore, frequency-up mechanisms [46] 
have been proposed to handle the duty cycle issue. By converting 
a single low-frequency contact-separation motion to high- 
frequency oscillations [47], the generated electricity becomes 
hypothetically much more intensive and responds for a longer 
time within one excitation cycle [48], leading to a much larger 
duty ratio and a higher average power.

Gear sets have been proposed as a high-efficiency frequency 
converting mechanism for the above hypothesis. Kim et al. [49] 
noticed that the voltage and current of a gear-based TENG 
system were enhanced 3.6 times and 4.4 times by controlling 
the gear ratio. To improve the contact frequency, a pair of gears 
with a governor were used in an automatic switching integrated 
TENG, and energy regulation was achieved for continuous 
mechanical energy harvesting [50]. A mechanical transmission 
module consisting of a gear and cylindrical cam mechanism 
was installed on a TENG to increase the TENG working fre-
quency and stabilize the output performance. The experimental 
results showed that an energy extraction efficiency reached as 
high as 37.8% [51]. This type of frequency-up mechanism was 
also utilized in lateral sliding-mode TENGs [52,53], exhibiting 
its high viability.

Besides, the cantilever configuration-based TENG has been 
proposed to achieve the frequency-up mechanism due to its 
high-frequency oscillations at low-frequency scenarios. This 
configuration achieves the frequency-up conversion and per-
formance enhancement due to structural resonance and preset 
collision between positive and negative tribo layers. Yang et al. 
[54] proposed a triple-cantilever-based TENG to harvest vibra-
tion energy, which doubled the contact-separation cycle in one 
vibration period. Han et al. [55] fabricated 3 cantilevers with 
different resonant frequencies and equipped the longest one 
with a TENG, which generated 20 V peak–peak voltage when 
excited at 15 Hz. An interacting dual resonant cantilever beam 
structure TENG was proposed, which achieved an output of 6.2 
to 9.8 μW as the frequency ranged from 36.3 Hz to 48.3 Hz [56].

While frequency-up mechanisms undoubtedly enhance the 
output performance of TENGs in various aspects, the integra-
tion of frequency-up conversion mechanical components intro-
duces a trade-off in terms of the overall volume of the TENG. 
Volume power density (VPD), which is defined as power over 
the whole device volume, has been considered as a crucial factor 
to comprehensively evaluate the performance of energy har-
vesters, especially in the field of piezoelectric and electromag-
netic transductions. The prevalence of VPD reveals its high 
practicability and viability. Despite the popular adoption of 
surface charge density and surface power density as indicators 
for assessment, VPD is hereby introduced to address the unclar-
ified issue or trade-off controversy with reported power increase 
versus device volume increment.

In this paper, we originally and systemically investigate the 
VPD problem of TENGs with commonly employed frequency 
conversion mechanisms. The main contributions are as follows: 
first, a planetary gear TENG (PG-TENG) and a double-cantilever 
TENG (DC-TENG) are proposed for frequency conversion, and 
a detailed description of the proposed architecture and working 
mechanism is presented; second, a systematic investigation of 
the electrical response of the proposed devices is provided, as 
well as a comparison of their performance with a CS-TENG as 
a counterpart; finally, there is a vivid result demonstration of the 
marked improvement in the average VPD provided by the fre-
quency-up mechanisms.

Results and Discussion

Architecture of frequency-converted TENGs
To fully examine how the increment of volume of TENGs is 
correlated with power increase as well as VPD and introduce 
VPD as an evaluation criterion for the frequency-up converted 
TENG, we designed a PG-TENG with an adjustable gear ratio 
planetary gear as shown in Fig. 1A. The planetary gear and a 
rotating plate, which consists of 4 bearings and a disk, are axi-
ally fixed in a support frame, for converting contact-separation 
frequency up. The positive and negative layers are affixed to the 
surface of a top plate and a bottom plate, respectively. The bot-
tom plate remains static under excitation, while the top plate 
moves up and down driven by the rotating plate and 2 springs, 
achieving contact and separation between positive and negative 
layers. Two sliding bearings and 2 sliding shafts provide smooth 
movement of the top plate. The triboelectric layers consist of a 
polyimide substrate, a copper electrode, and 2 triboelectric 
materials with opposite polarities. Based on the analysis of the 
schematic structure and the equivalent circuit model, it shows 
that different materials will not affect the trend of the effect of 
the frequency-up mechanism on the TENG. Therefore, we only 
select a couple of materials to be studied in this paper. With 
characteristics of distinct electron affinity differences and 
widely adopted as triboelectric materials, Nylon and Teflon are 
employed as positive and negative layer materials, respectively. 
The PG-TENG is triggered by the linear direction excitation 
via a gear and rack drive system (Fig. S1).

Also, we designed a DC-TENG for the high frequency at 
free oscillation, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. The double-cantilever 
mechanism is composed of an upper cantilever and a lower 
cantilever with a tipping point mounted with a mass. The 
positive and negative layers are adhered to the upper and 
lower cantilever, respectively, and remain in contact at the 
initial state. The vibration of the lower cantilever induces con-
tact separation of layers, while the upper cantilever provides 
elastic contact between the 2 cantilevers. It is noteworthy that 
triboelectric layers of all TENGs are designed to be completely 
identical to ensure the effectiveness of the following compar-
isons. In addition, a counterpart TENG, which is of common 
composition, is illustrated in Fig. 1B. This simple structure is 
composed of 2 bases, a pair of triboelectric layers, and a 
sponge.

Working mechanisms and equivalent circuit model
We interpret the working mechanism of the PG-TENG via the 
principles of contact electrification and electrostatic induction. 
Triboelectric layers with different contact states and the power 
generation principle of the PG-TENG are illustrated in Fig. 2A. 
At the original state (state I), Bearing 1 rolls into the lowest sta-
tion and forces 2 triboelectric layers into full contact. According 
to the principle of contact electrification, the positive Nylon film 
loses its surface charge while the negative material (Teflon) 
receives the surface charge till the electrostatic equilibrium is 
achieved. As Bearing 1 moves to a higher position (state II), the 
2 triboelectric layers gradually separate, disrupting the electro-
static equilibrium. Due to difference of surface charge, the Nylon 
film produces a higher electrical potential than that of the Teflon 
film. When Bearing 1 starts to leave the Teflon layer and Bearing 
2 contacts the Teflon layer (state III), the current flows from the 
positive electrode to the negative electrode. The 2 triboelectric 
layers reach the maximum separation distance, and the entire 
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system returns to the electrostatic equilibrium. When Bearing 
2 moves to the lowest position (state IV), similar to Bearing 1 
in state I, the 2 layers are in progressive contact. Due to the 
principle of electrostatic induction, the negative charge on the 
Teflon layer and the positive charge on the Nylon layer generate 
an induced electrical potential, producing a higher electrical 
potential on the Teflon layer than the Nylon layer. As a result, 
the current flows from the negative electrode to the positive 
electrode.

The planetary gear of the PG-TENG has an input shaft and 
an output shaft, where the frequency of the output shaft is 
increased by a definite multiple of the frequency of the input 
shaft due to the accelerating function of the planetary gear, and 
this multiple is equal to the gear ratio i of the planetary gear. 
The frequency of the output shaft fout is given by:

where fin represents the frequency of the input shaft. The output 
shaft is connected to the rotating plate that consists of 4 bearings, 
causing the top plate and the bottom plate to contact-separate 
4 times for each rotation of the output shaft. The converted fre-
quency fp of the PG-TENG can be expressed as:

(1)fout = ifin

(2)fp = 4fout = 4ifin

Fig. 1. On frequency-up conversion mechanisms for enhancement in standardized volume power density of triboelectric nanogenerators. (A) Schematic of a planetary gear 
TENG (PG-TENG). The device is composed of a support frame, a frequency-up part (a planetary gear with adjustable gear ratio and a rotating plate), and a triboelectric part 
(2 triboelectric layers, 2 plates, 2 sliding bearings, 2 sliding shafts, and 2 springs). (B) Schematic of a contact-separation mode TENG and schematic of triboelectric layers. 
(C) Schematic of a double-cantilever TENG (DC-TENG). The device is composed of a support frame, 2 cantilevers, a mass, and 2 triboelectric layers.

Fig. 2. Working mechanisms of frequency-up mechanism integrated TENGs. Working 
mechanisms of (A) the PG-TENG and (B) the DC-TENG. Currents are generated by 
the contact separation of triboelectric layers (CS-TENG). The contact separation 
of the PG-TENG is provided by the rotation of the rotating plate, while the contact 
separation of the DC-TENG is provided by the vibration of the lower cantilever with 
decreasing amplitude (the vibration amplitude decreases with the increment of the 
vibration stage).
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The input shaft of the PG-TENG is triggered via a gear and 
rack drive system. According to the characteristics of the motion 
of the rack and gear, the frequency of the input shaft can be 
expressed as:

where fexc presents the excitation frequency, L presents the 
excitation amplitude, and r presents the gear radius of the gear 
excited by the rack.

Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 gives the converted frequency 
fp of the PG-TENG as:

The converted frequency fp is positively proportional to the 
excitation frequency fexc, the gear ratio i, and the excitation 
amplitude L.

The expectant frequencies of the PG-TENG are listed in Tables 
S1 and S2. The difference between the theoretical frequency and 
the practical frequency is led by the experimental error intro-
duced by the excitation. The practical frequency remains higher 
than the theoretical frequency. We set the excitation to a uniform 
linear motion in our theoretical calculations, while the motion 
of the linear motor can be divided into 3 stages: acceleration, 
uniform speed, and deceleration. Therefore, the actual speed of 
the motor during the linear motion phase is faster than the speed 
used in the theoretical calculation, which results in the practical 
frequency being higher than the theoretical frequency.

For the transfer process of surface charge and the current 
generation, the DC-TENG and the CS-TENG exhibit similar-
ities with those of the PG-TENG. The working mechanism of 
the DC-TENG is illustrated in Fig. 2B. In the initial state (state 
I), the 2 cantilevers are in contact, and the entire system is at 
electrostatic equilibrium. Upon linear excitation of the lower 
cantilever (state II), the current flows from the positive elec-
trode to the negative electrode, and then the lower cantilever 
bends to its maximum deformation point and the entire system 
returns to electrostatic equilibrium. Subsequently, as the lower 
cantilever is released and returns to the initial state (state III), 

the current flows from the negative electrode to the positive 
electrode. Then, the lower and the upper cantilevers continue 
to bend (state IV) until the kinetic energy completely is con-
verted to elastic potential energy. Notably, the DC-TENG can 
cycle from state II to state IV independently without continu-
ous excitation, owing to the lower cantilever vibration. The 
inherent frequency (18.37 Hz, simulation by SOLIDWORKS 
2018, Fig. S2) is nearly equivalent to the frequency of the cur-
rent generated by the DC-TENG.

Drawing on Zhao’s theory [57], we developed a schematic 
structure and an equivalent circuit model of the TENG (Fig. 3). 
We set 1 node in the electrode and 2 nodes in the triboelectric 
materials. A constant capacitance can be constructed between 
the adjacent nodes of the electrode and the triboelectric material. 
A resistance can be set between the nodes in the triboelectric 
material. Between the neighboring nodes of triboelectric mate-
rials, a variable capacitance can be built. Compared to Zhao’s 
theory, applying 2 triboelectric materials rather than one, we 
expanded the number of nodes from 4 to 6, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Two constant capacitances C1 and C3 are built between Node #1 
and Node #2′, and between Node #3′ and Node #4, respectively. 
A variable capacitance C2 is constructed between Node #2 and 
Node #3, and the C2 varies with the motion of triboelectric lay-
ers. R1 and R2 are the internal resistances of triboelectric layers. 
C0 represents the internal capacitance of TENG, I0 denotes the 
internal current of the TENG and ZL is the load resistance.

According to the model of the contact-separation mode 
TENG, the open-circuit voltage VOC is:

where σ is the surface charge density, x(t) is the separation 
distance of the 2 triboelectric layers, and ε0 is the dielectric 
constant in a vacuum. Equation 5 indicates that the open- circuit 
voltage VOC is completely independent of frequency. The equiv-
alent resistance R0 is expressed as:

(3)fin =
Lfexc
�r

(4)fp =
4fexciL

� r

(5)VOC =
�x(t)

�0

(6)R0 =
R1R2

R1 + R2

Fig. 3. Schematic structure and equivalent circuit model of the TENG. (A) Schematic structure of the TENG. (B) Equivalent circuit model of the TENG. The TENG consists of 2 
electrodes and 2 triboelectric materials with opposite polarity. The TENG is separated by 6 nodes and equated into 5 parts.
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where R1 and R2 are the internal resistances of triboelectric 
layers. The equivalent capacitance C0 is expressed as:

Open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and 
impedance matching
We initially conducted experiments of open-circuit voltages 
and transferred charge of the TENG under excitations ampli-
tude of 20 mm and speeds ranging from 0.02 m/s to 0.2 m/s 
(Fig. 4). The open-circuit voltages are approximately 41.87 V, 
while the transferred charges are approximately 16.37 nC. 
Notably, the speed or frequency of the TENG solely affects the 
rate of charges transfer in the closed circuit and imposes no 
evident influence on the open-circuit voltage and the trans-
ferred charges, which agrees well with the indication of the 
model in Eq. 5.

The following are the comparative experimental results of 
the short-circuit current of 3 kinds of TENGs under different 
excitations. The excitation amplitudes were settled into 10 mm 
and 20 mm, while 3 excitation frequencies (1 Hz, 1.5 Hz, and 
2 Hz) were used for each amplitude. As for the PG-TENG, gear 
ratios of 23 and 64 were selected.

The frequency-up mechanism demonstratively enhances 
both the amplitude and the frequency of the short-circuit cur-
rent. The current responses are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. S3. The 
PG-TENG demonstrates a noteworthy increase in short-circuit 
current. Specifically, at the excitation of 2 Hz/10 mm, the 
PG-TENG produces a peak current of 5.39 μA, which is 4.22 μA 
higher than that of the TENG. Although the amplitude of the 
PG-TENG current is consistent under ideal situations, the 
sustained resistance provided by the PG-TENG will lead to 
unsmooth excitation. The current curvature exhibits apparent 
fluctuations (Fig. 5F) due to the unsmooth excitation of the 
linear motor. The excitation speed is demonstrated in the form 

of the current in Fig. 5F, and the current response of the 
PG-TENG is similar to that of the PG-TENG (64). Also, the 
current gradually increases and decreases with linear motor 
activation and reduction at the beginning and end of one 
response cycle. During the middle response stage, the current 
remains stable due to the constant linear motor speed.

As for the PG-TENG, the current peak of the PG-TENG 
with a high gear ratio remains higher than that with a low 
gear ratio (Fig. 5A to C and Fig. S3). Such results are attributed 
to the fact that a higher gear ratio leads to a higher-frequency 
amplification under the same excitation, boosts the speed of 
transferred charges, and brings about a larger current.

The peak current from the DC-TENG is comparatively much 
higher than that of the counterpart. Under the excitation of 
2 Hz (amplitude being 10 mm), the peak current of the DC-TENG 
is 4.91 μA, while that of the CS-TENG is 1.17 μA. The highest 
peak current of the DC-TENG in one excitation period occurs 
in its first contact-separation period, where maximum impact 
force is applied and impact speed is provided. The frequency of 
the DC-TENG current is almost 22 Hz and remains stable as 
the lower cantilever motion is close to free vibration, and the 
current frequency is nearly equal to the lower cantilever reso-
nant frequency.

The DC-TENG current amplitude gets gradually attenuated 
in one excitation period (Fig. 5E). This phenomenon is caused 
by the rapid decline in the amplitude of the lower cantilever 
vibration due to intrinsic damping, which, in turn, leads to a 
declining impact force and contact-separation speed. Remarkably, 
in contrast with that of the counterpart, the downward trend of 
the current is linear rather than exponential (Fig. 5E) because of 
the influence of the upper cantilever and the electrostatic force 
of triboelectric layers. The upper cantilever provides deceleration 
in contact motion and acceleration in separation motion, while 
the electrostatic force provides acceleration in contact motion 
and deceleration in separation motion.

During the beginning contact-separation periods, the cur-
rent of the DC-TENG exhibits differences from the typical 
contact-separation TENG: instead of the usual 2, 4 current 
peaks are found (Fig. 5E). The first current peak is produced 
when the lower cantilever comes into contact with the upper 
cantilever. Then, the lower cantilever continuously bends the 
upper cantilever and leaves a tiny gap between both triboe-
lectric layers. This tiny gap is filled when the 2 cantilevers go 
back to their initial states. The creation and disappearance of 
the tiny gap provide a little separation-contact motion, pro-
ducing the 2 current peaks in the middle. The last current 
peak presents when the lower cantilever separates from the 
upper cantilever.

All examined TENGs exhibit an increase in short-circuit 
current with a higher excitation frequency. Namely, as shown 
in Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B, all 3 TENGs generate higher peak cur-
rents under the excitation with higher frequency. When excita-
tion (10 mm) frequency goes from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, the peak 
current of the PG-TENG, DC-TENG, and CS-TENG rises 
from 4.37 μA, 4.23 μA, and 0.62 μA to 5.39 μA, 4.91 μA, and 
1.17 μA, respectively. For the PG-TENG and the CS-TENG, a 
higher excitation frequency introduces a higher contact-separation 
motion frequency, leading to an increment in the current. For 
the DC-TENG, a higher excitation frequency provides higher 
initial kinetic energy and then increases the contact-separation 
motion speed and impact force, bringing about a larger current 
amplitude.

(7)C0 =
1

C1

+
1

C2

+
1

C3

Fig. 4. Open-circuit voltages and transferred charges of the TENG under excitation 
with 20-mm amplitude and speed from 0.02 m/s to 0.2 m/s. (A) Open-circuit voltages 
of the TENG, which remain stable and nearly 41.87 V. (B) Transferred charges of the 
TENG, which remain stable and nearly 16.37 nC.
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Moreover, the currents of 3 TENGs are positively correlated 
with the excitation amplitude. The currents of DC-TENG are 4.91 
μA and 6.09 μA under excitations of 2 Hz/10 mm and 2 Hz/20 
mm. The increase of the excitation amplitude amplifies the initial 

bending amplitude of the lower cantilever, thus gathering more 
initial kinetic energy, which results in higher contact-separation 
motion speed and larger impact force, generating a larger contact 
force and leading to the current boost of the DC-TENG. Under 

Fig. 5. Comparison of short-circuit current of 4 TENGs. The short-circuit current of 4 TENGs under excitation of (A) 1 Hz/10 mm, (B) 2 Hz/10 mm, and (C) 2 Hz/20 mm. The short-
circuit current of (D) the TENG, (E) the DC-TENG, and (F) the PG-TENG (23, 64) under excitation of 2 Hz/10 mm. The PG-TENG exhibited the best frequency conversion effect.
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the same frequency, a higher-amplitude excitation equals a 
higher speed excitation, which enhances the contact-separation 
speed of layers of the PG-TENG and then improves the current. 
When the excitation frequency is 2 Hz, the currents of the 
PG-TENG are 5.39 μA and 5.8 μA while the excitation ampli-
tudes are 10 mm and 20 mm. For the CS-TENG, under higher- 
amplitude excitations and the same frequency, the accelerated 
contact-separation speed causes an increase in currents, which 
are 1.17 μA and 1.87 μA under excitations of 2 Hz/10 mm and 
2 Hz/20 mm.

The short-circuit current ISC of the contact-separation mode 
TENG is the variation rate of the transferred charges [58] and 
is reported as:

where Q is the transferred charges and the t is the time of the 
charges transfer process. ISC is influenced by the contact- 
separation speed. The frequency-up mechanism decreases the 
charge transfer time and then increases the ISC.

To compare the output power of 4 TENGs, the matched 
impedance of all TENGs was measured (Fig. 6 and Figs. S4 

to S7). The frequency-up mechanism effectively reduces the 
matched impedance. Under the excitation of 2 Hz/20 mm, 
the matched impedances of the CS-TENG, the DC-TENG, 
and the PG-TENG are around 11 MΩ, 4 MΩ, and 5 MΩ, 
respectively. The matched impedances of the PG-TENG and 
the CS-TENG decrease slowly with the growth of the excita-
tion frequency and excitation amplitude. A higher gear ratio 
leads to a higher frequency, causing the lowered matched 
impedance of the PG-TENG. The matched impedance of the 
DC-TENG is decreased with the rise of the excitation ampli-
tude, which is 5 MΩ and 4 MΩ under the excitation of 10 mm 
and 20 mm, respectively. According to the schematic struc-
ture and an equivalent circuit model we built, the internal 
resistance Zi is written as:

where f is the current frequency. The matched impedance of 
TENGs is negatively related to frequency in the second term 
in Eq. 9, so that as the frequency of the imposed contact force 
goes up, the impedance gets lowered evidently.

(8)ISC =
ΔQ

Δt
(9)Zi =

√

(

R1R2

R1+R2

)2

+

(

1

2πf

(

1

C1

+
1

C2

+
1

C3

))2

Fig. 6. Matched impedances of TENGs. Matched impedances of (A) the TENG, (B) the DC-TENG, (C) the PG-TENG with a gear ratio of 23, and (D) the PG-TENG with a gear ratio 
of 64 under excitation with a frequency of 2 Hz and an amplitude of 20 mm. Frequency-up mechanisms decrease the matched impedance.
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Power and VPD
Following the investigation of the effect of high frequency on 
the current and impedance responses, we continued carrying 
out power experiments and calculated the instantaneous power 
Pins by:

where UL and RL are the peak load voltage and the matched 
resistance, respectively.

The increased load voltage UL and the decreased matched 
impedance RL of frequency-converted TENGs collectively cause 
the instantaneous power boost. Hence, the PG-TENG and the 
DC-TENG produce much higher instantaneous power com-
pared with that of the counterpart TENG (Fig. 7A and Fig. S8A), 
which are 8.86 and 30.66 times higher under the excitation of 
2 Hz/10 mm. The increase of excitation frequency and ampli-
tude leads to the instantaneous power growth of the PG-TENG, 
owing to the increase in the terminal voltage and the lowered 
matched impedance. Under the excitation amplitude of 10 mm 
(Fig. 7A), as the excitation frequency rises from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, 
the instantaneous power of the PG-TENG increases from 
26.79 μW to 39.84 μW. When the excitation (2 Hz) amplitude 
is 20 mm, the PG-TENG generates an instantaneous power of 
106.72 μW. The instantaneous power of the PG-TENG is amplified 
by utilizing a higher gear ratio that provides a better frequency-up 
conversion effect. Under the excitation of 1 Hz/10 mm, the 
PG-TENG with a high ratio has 3.86 times the instantaneous 
power of the PG-TENG with a low ratio.

In the instantaneous power experiments, the DC-TENG 
shows similarly desirable yields. As shown in Fig. 7D, under 

the excitation of 1 Hz/10 mm, the instantaneous power of 
the DC-TENG is 106.72 μW in contrast with 1.33 μW of the 
CS-TENG. With the rise of the excitation frequency, the 
load voltage shows a minor improvement, while the increase 
of the excitation amplitude markedly enhances the load volt-
age and reduces the matched impedance. Consequently, the 
instantaneous power of the DC-TENG increases slowly with 
the increase of the excitation frequency but rapidly rises 
with the increment of the excitation amplitude. The instan-
taneous power of the DC-TENG is raised from 106.72 μW 
to 127.92 μW when the excitation (10 mm) frequency goes 
from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, while it is 296.53 μW under an excitation 
of 2 Hz/20 mm.

The instantaneous power of the DC-TENG consistently 
increases with the frequency and amplitude of the excitation, 
and the instantaneous power of the TENG also exhibits the 
same characteristics. The absolute difference in instantane-
ous power rises as the increment of excitation frequency and 
excitation amplitude, but measured in terms of amplifica-
tion, the DC-TENG produces the best amplification at the 
lowest frequency and amplitude (1 Hz/10 mm).

Based on Zhao’s theory [57], the load power PL equals:

where I0 represents the internal current. The load power PL is 
positively related to the frequency f, which means that a higher 
frequency offers a larger load power.
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2

RL

(11)PL =
I0
2
(
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RL
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Fig. 7. Power comparison of frequency-up mechanism integrated TENGs and TENG. Comparison of (A) instantaneous power, (B) average power, and (C) average power 
density of 4 TENGs under 10 mm excitation. (D) Comparison of instantaneous power under 1 Hz/10 mm excitation. (E) Average power and (F) average power density under 
1.5 Hz/20 mm excitation. The DC-TENG generates the highest instantaneous power while the PG-TENG reaches the highest average power and average power density.
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The average power Pavg is calculated as:

where UL, RL, and T are the load voltage, the matched resist-
ance, and the working time, respectively. Experimental results 
are shown in Fig. 7B and Fig. S8B. Here, considering the short 
period in one excitation cycle, we employ the actual working 
cycle T, which corresponds to the time of the current response 
in Fig. 5F, to calculate the average power of the PG-TENG.

Previous experiments (Fig. 5) have indicated that the fre-
quency-up mechanism can enhance the load voltage UL and 
reduce the matched impedance RL, achieving an average power 
increment. By converting a single load voltage with low ampli-
tude into multiple load voltages with high and relatively stable 
amplitude, the PG-TENG exhibits conspicuous improvement 
and achieves the highest performance in terms of average power. 
As shown in Fig. 7E, under the excitation of 1.5 Hz/20 mm, the 
average power of the PG-TENG is 14.57 μW, which is 139.77 
times and 2.86 times higher than those of the CS-TENG and 
the DC-TENG, respectively. The PG-TENG improves the aver-
age power distinctly. Even though the average power of the 
TENG rises with the increase of the excitation frequency and 
the excitation amplitude, the increase in average power of the 
PG-TENG is much more rapid. Therefore, the average power 
of the PG-TENG has a superior amplification than the average 
power of the TENG under the higher-frequency and larger- 
amplitude excitation. However, the average power of the PG- 
TENG is approaching saturation under 1.5 Hz/20 mm excitation, 
whereas the average power of the TENG is still able to increase 
under higher-frequency excitation; thus, the optimal condition 
for the average power of the PG-TENG is 1.5 Hz/20 mm.

Considering that the load voltage is improved and the 
matched impedance is decreased with the rise of the frequency 
or amplitude of the excitation, the average power of the PG- 
TENG is positively correlated with the frequency and ampli-
tude of the excitation. When the excitation (10 mm) frequency 
goes from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, the average power of the PG-TENG 
goes from 2.71 μW to 5.67 μW. When excitation (2 Hz) ampli-
tude increases to 20 mm, the average power of the PG-TENG 
goes up to 17.39 μW. Notably, it is worth pointing out that the 
average power of the PG-TENG with a high gear ratio is larger 
than that with a lower ratio.

Although the average power of the DC-TENG is limited by 
the persistent decrease in its voltage, the double-cantilever fre-
quency- up mechanism still provides notable improvement in 
average power (Fig. 7B). The average power of the DC-TENG 
increases with the excitation frequency. The unique structure 
of the DC-TENG determines that its motion mode is approxi-
mately free vibration after a single excitation. During the vibra-
tion of the DC-TENG, the power of each contact-separation 
motion is continuously reduced. The increase in excitation fre-
quency does not markedly increase the speed of the DC-TENG 
vibration, but it does shorten the time of the DC-TENG vibra-
tion so that only the initial contact-separation motions with 
high power of the DC-TENG are retained, thus increasing the 
average power. When the excitation (10 mm) frequency goes 
from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, the average power of the DC-TENG goes 
from 1.44 μW to 2.8 μW. The increase in excitation amplitude 
also leads to a rise in the average power of the DC-TENG due 
to the decrease in the matched impedance and increase in the 

load voltage. When excitation (2 Hz) amplitude rises to 20 mm, 
the average power of the DC-TENG increases to 5.13 μW.

As mentioned before, the surface charge density and the 
surface power density do constrain the parameter of the overall 
volume of the whole device. This can be of substantial impor-
tance particularly when the working space of TENGs are con-
fined. As such, we introduce the volume average power density 
VPD for evaluating the performance of all TENGs:

where Pavg is the average power and V is the necessary dynamic 
volume. The measured volumes of the TENG, the DC-TENG, 
and the PG-TENG are 8 cm3, 9.3 cm3, and 15.88 cm3, respec-
tively. Results are presented in Fig. 7C and Fig. S8C.

The experimental results demonstrate that the frequency- 
conversion mechanisms lead to an evident increase in average 
VPD compared with that of the CS-TENGs. As shown in Fig. 
7F, under the excitation of 1.5 Hz/20 mm, the average VPD of 
the PG-TENG is 0.92 W/m3, which is 70.92 and 2.26 times those 
of the CS-TENG and the DC-TENG. The optimal condition for 
the average power density is 1.5 Hz/20 mm. The reason for this 
phenomenon is the same as that of the average power. Besides, 
the PG-TENG with the high frequency produces a larger vol-
ume average power density compared with the case under low 
frequency. All average VPDs of the frequency- up mechanism 
integrated TENGs remain consistently higher than that of the 
CS-TENG (Fig. 7C and Fig. S8C). The volume average power 
densities of the PG-TENG and the DC-TENG improve with the 
increase of the excitation frequency and amplitude. This varia-
tion trend and the variation reason of the volume average power 
densities of the PG-TENG and the DC-TENG are consistent 
with their average power outputs. These results further validate 
the enhancement of the frequency-up mechanisms in the elec-
tric outputs of TENGs especially in short-circuit current, output 
power, and VPD.

Conclusion
This work comprehensively reports electric responses of high- 
frequency TENGs and settled the controversy on the feasibility 
of adding extra mechanical components for frequency-up con-
version exemplified by 2 commonly seen mechanisms. Specifically, 
we introduce a PG-TENG with a rotating plate and planetary gear 
to convert frequency and provide various gear ratios. By compar-
ing the VPD of the PG-TENG with that of a counterpart TENG 
and a DC-TENG, we demonstrate marked enhancement in the 
VPD. Through experimental investigations and equivalent cir-
cuit modeling, the effectiveness of the proposed high- frequency 
method is validated by the PG-TENG with the highest VPD of 
0.92 W/m3. Furthermore, The PG-TENG exhibits an average 
power that is 69.92 and 1.26 times higher than those of the 
CS-TENG and the DC-TENG.

With respect to experimental results of interest, the volume 
increase in both approaches directly raises the force frequency, 
turning low-frequency excitations into relatively high ones. 
As such, the matched impedance is lowered and short-circuit 
current is enhanced simultaneously. Despite increment in 
volume, the much enhanced power outputs underline the 
prominence of this trade-off, especially from the angle of VPD. 
Future work can be focused on modeling of relation between 
resultant lowered impedance and short-circuit current under 

(12)Pavg =
∫ T
0

UL
2

RL
dt

T

(13)VPD =
Pavg

V
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high-frequency excitations. This study can serve as guidelines 
for high-performance TENG designs.

Materials and Methods

Fabrication of the triboelectric layers
The built TENGs have identical triboelectric layers with a flat 
size of 20 mm × 20 mm. We chose a 0.125-mm-thick polyim-
ide film as the substrate, and a copper film with a thickness of 
0.05 mm as the electrode, which is directly attached to the 
substrate. Meanwhile, the positive and negative triboelectric 
materials are attached to the electrodes. We selected a Nylon 
film with a thickness of 0.05 mm as positive material, while 
the negative material was a 0.05-mm-thick Teflon film.

Fabrication of the planetary gear TENG
As shown in Fig. S1, the supports of the PG-TENG are machined 
and prepared from Al and have an overall dimension of approx-
imately 60 mm × 60 mm × 110 mm. The top plate and the 
bottom plate are machined and prepared from acrylic. Sliding 
bearings have an inner diameter of 3 mm, an outer diameter of 
7 mm, and a length of 10 mm. Sliding shafts have an outer 
diameter of 3 mm and a length of 10 mm. The prototype of 
the PG-TENG is excited via a gear whose module is 0.5 and 
gear teeth are 40 and a rack with the same module and length 
of 90 mm.

Fabrication of the DC-TENG
The supports of the PG-TENG are machined and prepared from 
Al and have an overall dimension of approximately 110 mm × 
40 mm × 150 mm, the thickness and length of both cantilevers 
(65 Mn) are 0.5 mm and 65 mm, while the weight of the mass 
(steel) is 15.5 g. The DC-TENG is pulled by a claw that is built 
from machined Al and fixed on the linear motor.

Fabrication of the TENG
The 2 bases of the TENG are made by 3-dimensional printing, 
the material chosen is Ledo, and their dimensions are 20 mm × 
20 mm × 10 mm. The selected sponge size is 20 mm × 20 mm × 
10 mm and is glued between the negative triboelectric layer and 
the negative base. Two bases are attached directly to the ends of 
the motor and are thus driven by the motor.

Measurement and characterization
As shown in Fig. S1, all prototypes and experimental platforms 
are placed on a vibration-isolation optical platform. We utilized 
a force sensor (HZC-T-10 kg), a linear motor, and a motor 
controller (J-best-P3) to provide linear excitation. The motor 
controller controls the excitation frequency and amplitude. 
Besides, voltages and currents were measured by an electrom-
eter (Keithley 6514).
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The influence of a mechanical structure’s volume increment on the volume power density (VPD) of triboelectric
nanogenerators (TENGs) is often neglected when considering surface charge density and surface power density. This
paper aims to address this gap by introducing a standardized VPD metric for a more comprehensive evaluation of TENG
performance. The study specifically focuses on 2 frequency-up mechanisms, namely, the integration of planetary gears
(PG-TENG) and the implementation of a double-cantilever structure (DC-TENG), to investigate their impact on VPD.
The study reveals that the PG-TENG achieves the highest volume average power density, measuring at 0.92 W/m3.
This value surpasses the DC-TENG by 1.26 times and the counterpart TENG by a magnitude of 69.9 times. Additionally,
the PG-TENG demonstrates superior average power output. These findings introduce a new approach for enhancing
TENGs by incorporating frequency-up mechanisms, and highlight the importance of VPD as a key performance metric
for evaluating TENGs.
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